
Restaurants-



ASIAN RESTAURANT



GESTURES
Minimalist design, gestural moments, tactile in nature.

ASIAN RESTAURANT



MURA HOUSE
-

In Japanese, mura translates to “village,” making this name 
“Village House.” We love the feeling of a gathering place that 
the name embodies, a sophisticated destination in the “village” 
that is the hotel campus. As a word, Mura is abstract enough 
that it doesn’t immediately evoke Japan, and the combination 
with the English “House” grounds the name in broader 
context.

Together, Mura House is a simple, straightforward name that 
lends the concept an air of agreeable sociability.
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ASIAN RESTAURANT

NAMING



MEXICAN RESTAURANT



DESERT HERITAGE 
Inspired by natural forms, heritage distillery typography,  

and desert color palettes.

MEXICAN RESTAURANT



CUEVA SIETE
-

In Mayan mythology, there were seven caves, known as Tulan 
Zuyua, from which all people were birthed. The Yucatan is 
peppered with caves and archaeologists have long been finding 
clues of the ancient rituals that transpired within. Cueva Siete 
brings a touch of that mysticism to our Mexican offering, 
channeling the history of the region into a persona of mystery 
and enigma. The name also blends perfectly with the design 
concept, cave being a synonym for a cellar where tequila might 
be stored.

Most of all, we love that the name Cueva Siete has a bit of edge 
while feeling culturally connected.
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MEXICAN RESTAURANT
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MEDITERRANEAN RESTAURANT



TEMPTRESS
Inspired by passionate love notes and baroque embellishments.

MEDITERRANEAN RESTAURANT



MI CARISA
-

A popular woman’s name throughout most of Europe, Carisa 
has many translations: in Spanish it means “very dear”; in 
Latin, “artful woman”; and in French, simply “caress.” As 
a name for our restaurant, My Carisa is the beginning of a 
story, creating lots of opportunities to build a rich narrative 
around the design concept. It immediately hints at a sense of 
personality, one defined by passion and mystique.

My Carisa suggests a space where one would surely go to be 
alone with their secret love. It feels intimate and personal 
without giving too much away about the cuisine. 

MEDITERRANEAN RESTAURANT
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CENTRAL BAR



HAVANA STAR GAZING 
Dreamy tropical color palette, touches of gold shimmer & art deco accents, 

with a glamorous take on Cuban design.

CENTRAL BAR



PALMERA LOUNGE
-

Calling back to tropical nightclubs of the 40s and 50s, Palmera 
Lounge celebrates their decadent spirit with a mix of nostalgia 
and sophistication. Embracing one of the most iconic images 
of that time, the palm tree, this name immediately evokes 
breezy Caribbean nights and lively cocktail soirées.

Using the Spanish word for palm tree gives the name a flowy, 
elevated intonation, while still being instantly recognizable for 
even a non-Spanish speaker. And, we love that whether or not 
it’s pronounced with an accent, this name always sounds bright 
and festive.

CENTRAL BAR
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BEACH BUFFET



SEASIDE EXPLORER
A relaxing, waterside destination utilizing a muted palette with hits of brass, 

and a nautical design language.

BEACH BUFFET



RESTAURANT 20.87
-

Restaurant 20.87 is a spot to have a meal, relax with a drink,  
or nibble on snacks while taking in the picturesque ocean 
vista. In short, it is a focal, beachside hangout. Putting the 
coordinates into the name immediately presents it as the 
principal destination that it is, and ties it more closely to 
the brand. Restaurant 20.87 also works seamlessly with the 
sea-inspired design language that surrounds it. The use of 
latitude and longitude evokes a similar sense of navigation and 
exploration, a map in one hand, compass in the other.
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BEACH BUFFET



LOBBY CAFE



MODERN APOTHECARY
Taking cues f rom the vibrant botanicals and elixirs of the curandero and pairing 

it with ref ined, modern type.

LOBBY CAFE



CAFE INEZ
-

Inez y Hortencia are a fictional dynamic duo that we’ve created; 
two wise and eccentric herbalistas that have set up shop right 
in the center of the Unico Hotel lobby. These charmingly folksy 
characters bring a sense of familiarity and homey comfort to the 
lobby experience while also connecting to the space’s apothecary 
design inspiration.

We love the idea of adding color to the Lobby Bar & Café 
concept by creating a story about oddball partners that offer all 
who pass a deliciously crafted elixir or snack, depending on the 
time of day.
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LOBBY CAFE



LOBBY BAR



THE DEN 
A place for serious discussion; inspired by masculinity  

and a sense of rich heritage.

LOBBY BAR
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BAR BALAM
-

Balam (which today translates to jaguar) is a powerful spirit 
in the ancient Mayan tradition: a symbol of strength and a 
protector of field and crop. To the Mayans, jaguars were divine, 
possessing the ability to cross between this world and the next. 
Because they saw daytime and nighttime as representations of 
earth and underworld respectively, and the jaguar as a creature 
of the night, they interpreted this as a deep connectivity with 
the underworld and all its dark secrets.

We see Balam as a source of mystical energy for our 
superstitious herbalista Inez, a spirit animal if you will.

This name also fits seamlessly the Lobby Bar’s darker, more 
masculine aesthetic and speaks specifically to a space that comes 
alive as the sky grows dark.

LOBBY BAR

NAMING




